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Message From
the CEO
2021 has been another strong year for Jewelers Mutual Group—
not only in terms of our financial results, but also in the ways our
employees have pulled together to deliver unparalleled service
to our customers and the entire jewelry industry. We remain
focused on being there when our customers need us most and
are committed to delivering world-class products and services.
Our team is dedicated to moving the company forward in its
mission to raise the tide of the jewelry industry. Every day, we
work closely with our industry partners to help jewelers evolve
the way they do business while bringing peace of mind to all
our customers.
Throughout this report, you will see how our commitment
holds true, with the following examples representing how we
are investing in the industry.
We are expanding our suite of offerings for our commercial
jeweler customers to meet their evolving needs. With last year’s
acquisition of Wexler Insurance Agency, our general agency
vision is taking shape, enabling us to offer a best-in-class set of
products and services to jewelers and pawnbrokers everywhere.
The safety and security of our customers is our highest priority,
and we plan to invest in more services, such as alarm response,
to help keep jewelers safe.
Zing® marketplace technology continues to reshape the way
jewelers grow and conduct business with its innovative digital
solutions—from Diamond Marketplace enhancements to the
jeweler locator, Jewelry Appraisal Solution, and e-commerce
capabilities through Gem + Jewel, to name just a few. New
jeweler-friendly business solutions are being released throughout
the year. As we further diversify our portfolio of services, we bring
The Zing Report, a publication that celebrates the industry and
highlights the many individuals who make it thrive.
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Delivered through the Zing marketplace, JM™ Shipping
Solution empowers jewelers to rethink how they ship
goods with capabilities to compare shipping options,
access incentives, and insure packages. In joining with
Brinks® Company this year, jewelers now have the option of
additional security when sending high-value merchandise
through our shipping network. Thanks to our collaboration
with FlagShip™ Courier Solutions, jewelers across Canada
now have access to reliable and discounted shipping
services.
As for our personal jewelry customers, we strive to provide
protection for every piece of jewelry, wherever it is sold,
through point-of-sale solutions that enable us to directly
offer more information about our personal jewelry insurance
and JM Care Plan products. Our highly rated claims service
uses a more personalized customer experience to connect
the jewelry owner with a trusted jeweler for repairs and
replacements. Together with our jewelers, we reconnect our
customers to their most cherished pieces of jewelry to be
enjoyed for years to come.
The strong financials featured in this report support the
company’s mission to raise the tide of the jewelry industry
through diverse relationships and investments that deliver
meaningful solutions for the evolving needs of our customers
and partners.
Thank you for your interest in Jewelers Mutual. I hope you
enjoy reading our highlights from 2021.

Scott Murphy
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Financials & Recognition
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION—
JEWELERS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES

As of December 31

2021

2020

Cash and invested assets

564,786,038

486,653,639

Premium receivable

38,787,878

36,950,617

Other assets

10,402,254

16,037,563

Total Assets

613,976,170

539,641,819

Assets

Liabilities & Surplus
Loss & LAE reserves

42,814,787

36,230,893

Unearned premium

151,029,211

133,627,067

Other liabilities

52,839,722

43,326,674

Policyholder surplus

367,453,504

326,457,185

Total Liabilities & Surplus

614,137,224

539,641,819

35th consecutive year
with A+ rating

11th consecutive year
for Ward’s 50®

As of November 2021, we earned our 35th
consecutive A+ Superior financial strength rating*
from A.M. Best Company, one of the world’s most
respected insurance rating and information sources.
In the review, A.M. Best’s rating references our
strong risk-adjusted capitalization, operating
results and liquidity, along with our risk management
practices and reputation as the nation’s leading
insurance company specializing in jewelry insurance
and the jewelry industry for over 100 years.

Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company, SI (a
stock insurer) was named to the 2021 list of Ward’s 50®
top-performing insurance companies, marking the
company’s 11th consecutive year for this recognition.
The award acknowledges outstanding financial results in
the areas of safety, consistency and performance over
a five-year period. To develop its annual list, Ward
Group analyzes the financial performance of nearly
2,900 property-casualty insurance companies
domiciled in the United States.

Certiﬁed gold level

3rd year recognition

We were among seven other businesses in the
Fox Cities to be certified as a gold-level Employee
Friendly Workplace by the Fox Cities Chamber of
Commerce. This certification acknowledges
employers who demonstrate a significant
commitment to promoting work/life integration,
as well as creating a positive environment
and experience for all employees.

We were recognized on Deloitte’s Wisconsin
75™ list, a ranking of the 75 largest private
companies in Wisconsin, based on sales
revenue. This is the third year we’ve received
the distinguished honor.

To read more news about our recognition, visit JewelersMutual.com/newsroom.
*Ratings are for Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company, SI (a stock insurer) and JM Specialty Insurance Company.
Policyholders of both companies are members of Jewelers Mutual Holding Company.
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Our People
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MIKE ALEXANDER

ALEX BARCADOS

Executive Vice President

ANGELA CREEL

Chief Human Resources Officer

SUMIT DANGI

Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

JOHN KREUL

SUSAN DOYLE
MARK FIEBRINK
Chair of the Board

PATTI GRIFFIN

Chief Information Officer

DIONE KENYON

JAMIE LUCE

DAVID LUNDGREN

Executive Vice President

SCOTT MURPHY
President & CEO

BRYON NELSON

Senior Vice President, Operations

MARK WILLSON

Vice President, General Counsel

As a company, we are only as strong as our people. We are successful at creating
incredible customer experiences when our employees are united by a common purpose and
are committed to achieving our strategic vision. In 2021, we introduced Rise Up JM as a
unifying movement to elevate our company culture.
Rise Up JM defines our promise to our employees, as well as those who may join our
organization in the future. It is not only a rallying cry, but also a representation of the actions
we are taking to live our values and deliver on our mission and vision.

MARIANNE MARCK
SCOTT MURPHY

President & CEO of Jewelers Mutual

TERRY MURPHY
ROBERT REEG

Vice Chair of the Board

CRAIG UNDERWOOD
Watch this video to feel our passion. Together, we are raising the tide of the industry.
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Giving & Community
Giving back is important to us and we are passionate about supporting worthy organizations, both on a national
and local level, that make a positive impact in their communities, such as those showcased below.
We encourage and support our employees to be socially responsible and involved in our community. Throughout
the past year, our employees have given of their time through 222 paid volunteer hours. Together, we continue to
make a difference.

Jewelers Mutual donated 900,000 meals*
to Feeding America in 2021.
In addition to our nationwide Feeding America donation,
we also contributed to Feeding America eastern Wisconsin,
close to our home office in Neenah, Wisconsin.

Jewelers Mutual’s monetary donation contributed to the Children’s Wisconsin’s
New Care Closer to Home clinic, which began construction in November 2021 and
is expected to be completed in the spring of 2023. The new 40,000-square-foot
facility will serve as a regional home for the breadth of care, services and
programs that represent Children’s mission.
It will be home to the largest, most comprehensive pool of pediatric-trained
specialist providers and clinical teams in the region. Keeping care close to home will
reduce the travel burden for children and families we serve in northeast Wisconsin.
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Jewelers Mutual’s monetary donation contributed to the significant
modernization at ThedaCare Regional Medical Center-Neenah. Through this
project, ThedaCare will advance many care needs in our community related
to emergency, trauma, stroke, neurology, mental health and preventive
services. Additionally, this project will create a residency program to
train the next generation of doctors and caregivers in the Fox Valley.

Our donation of $100,000 to the Kids in Need
Foundation has allowed us to be the presenting
sponsor for the Supply a Teacher program, and we
have been able to furnish over 300 teachers
with supplies for their classrooms.

The Plaza at Gateway Park

Over the years, Valley VNA Senior Care has been meeting the needs of the
Fox Valley community, moving from home visits and well-baby checks to aiding
vulnerable seniors who may need specialized care. Today, it offers in-home
care, independent living apartments, assisted living and memory care.

We supported other local, corporate leaders to
make the design and construction of a new outdoor
entertainment center in downtown Neenah a reality.
Providing funding to help bring a café, ice rink and concert
destination to life adds to the multitude of reasons many
of our staff and company headquarters call northeast
Wisconsin home. We are proud to have been vital
contributors to the community since 1913.

To learn more about how we give back, visit JewelersMutual.com/social-responsibility.
*$1 helps provide at least 10 meals secured by Feeding America on behalf of local member food banks.

Jewelers Mutual donated to its Caring for Generations capital campaign.
These funds allowed Valley VNA to renovate its building, add rooms to serve
a growing need and retain the best caregivers.
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Industry & Events
We engage with the industry and our agents in many ways
throughout the year.

VIRTUAL JM ™ SUMMIT
Given the ongoing pandemic, we surveyed our agent base
and decided to hold our annual agent conference, JM Summit,
virtually to ensure everyone's safety. Agents were invited to sit
back, relax and engage with us during three amazing days of
interactive learning.
Throughout the conference, agents got a better understanding
of the state of the industry and our holistic approach to raising
the tide, the suite of products and services available and ways
to connect with their clients and meet their evolving needs.

Agenda
April 12-14, 2021

O N E C R E W. N AV I G AT I N G T O G E T H E R .

TRADE SHOW HIGHLIGHTS

SCHOLARSHIPS AND EDUCATION

While many events were impacted due to the pandemic, others
prevailed. This year, we were proud to be the presenting sponsor
at AGS Conclave in Dallas. Our very own Larry Spicer, vice
president of loss prevention and risk management, presented on
the importance of responding to every activated alarm. Attendees
also had the opportunity to hear from Jewelers Mutual leaders on
how to maximize business potential with the Zing® marketplace.

GIA Lab Sessions, sponsored by Jewelers Mutual and hosted
by the Midwest Jewelers Association, were held in August at our
office headquarters. The sessions included a Diamond Grading
Lab and a Gem Identification Lab. The Diamond Grading Lab
session is required for the GIA Graduate Gemologist diploma.
Holding these important educational sessions helps support the
industry's future.

Since acquiring Wexler Insurance Agency Inc., we joined efforts in
exhibiting at pawnbroker shows to expand our reach and leverage
our collective expertise. At shows such as the Midwest Pawn
Convention in Louisville, Kentucky, attendees were able to stop by
the booth and learn about the agency's pawnbrokers package policy
and how to maximize their business potential with the easy-to-use
Zing marketplace and its features.

Women’s Jewelry Association (WJA) Veterans Grant 2021
We are proud to offer the Female Veteran Grant in partnership
with WJA. This merit-based grant is awarded to a deserving U.S.
military veteran to use toward her professional growth within the
jewelry and/or watch industries. This grant was established to
recognize and support female veterans who continue to serve
their communities through their work in jewelry.

M O N DA Y, APRIL 12
9:00 - 9:45 a.m.

Pre-Conference Session: Set your Sails in the Right Direction

10:00 - 11:00 a.m.

Welcome | State of JM

11:00 - 11:15 a.m.

Break

11:15 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
12:15 - 1:00 p.m.

Charting the Course for the General Agency Model: A Strategic Discussion

2021 Grant Recipient
Rikiesha Metzger

Lunch Break

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Maximize Your Clients’ Potential with the Zing® Platform

2:00 - 2:15 p.m.

Break

2:15 - 2:45 p.m.

Wrap up/Q&A with Leadership

T U E S DAY, APRIL 13
10:00 - 11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
12:15 - 1:15 p.m.

Raise the Sales: Ridiculously Amazing Sales Process
Lunch Break
Get on Board with JM™ Shipping Solution

1:15 - 1:30 p.m.

Break

1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

Understanding & Adapting to Operational Changes

W E DN E S DAY, APRIL 14
10:00 - 10:30 a.m.

Strip Malls – The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

10:30 - 10:45 a.m.

Break

10:45 - 11:30 a.m.

Learn the Ropes of Loss Prevention

11:30 - 11:45 a.m.

Break

11:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
12:30 - 1:30 p.m.
1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

Navigating Together Expert Panel
Lunch Break
Raise the Tide Awards Program

RAISE THE TIDE
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Jewelers Mutual
in the News
Jewelers Mutual Group Collaborates With Celebrity
Wedding Planner Debi Lilly

Insurance for a Valentine’s Day
Engagement Ring
Forbes shares engagement ring cost information and how to
best protect your new ring after Valentine’s Day.

Jewelers Mutual Group Teams Up With
the Milwaukee Bucks
This was our first collaboration with a professional sports
franchise. We were excited to be named the "Official Jewelry
Insurance of the Milwaukee Bucks." Part of our relationship
included sponsoring promotions that engaged Bucks
fans with the Jewelers Mutual brand.

Jewelers Mutual Group Teams Up With MSG
Entertainment and Ben Rector for Stage the Engage
Contest at Radio City Music Hall

We teamed up with celebrity event planner Debi Lilly to
promote the importance of jewelry insurance as a top to-do
within the wedding-planning process.

Jewelry is often
incorporated in so many
wedding details, from
fashion to take-home gifts
to engagement and
honeymoon. It's important
to make sure all are
protected in case anything
was to happen.
– Debi Lilly, wedding planner

Jewelers Mutual is proud to announce it has
received more than 10,000 Trustpilot reviews, with an
overall TrustScore of 4.8 out of 5.

Should You Get Jewelry Insurance?
Here’s What Experts Have To Say.
You hear about the Four Cs, but don't forget the fifth one,
and that's coverage. We are sharing advice with Real Simple
on what jewelry insurance is and why you need it.

Why Homeowners Insurance Isn’t Enough If
You’re Buying Expensive Jewelry
Business Insider asks, “Do you need jewelry insurance?”
and walks you through key factors for determining how to
protect a recent jewelry purchase.

Jewelers Mutual along with Madison Square Garden
Entertainment Corp. (MSG Entertainment) and singer-songwriter
Ben Rector hosted Stage the Engage, a contest that provided one
lucky winner the opportunity to propose onstage at Radio City
Music Hall during a private performance by Ben Rector.
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Jewelers Mutual Group Reaches Over 10,000
Trustpilot Reviews

Visit JewelersMutual.com/newsroom for more news stories.
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Jewelry Industry
Customers
GENERAL AGENCY EVOLUTION
Building on the capabilities acquired through Wexler Insurance
Agency in late 2020, our general agency strategy began to take
shape 2021. Our mission is to provide the broadest set of products
and services for the jeweler customer through a network of the
finest agents and carrier partners serving the industry today. By
focusing on all jeweler customer needs, and by easing the access
to those products, we are moving toward serving a greater number
of U.S. and Canadian customers than we do today.
In the second half of 2021, we began realigning our commercial
group structure to better leverage the combined talents and
capabilities of our teams. Prior, we operated in parallel, learning
from each other and building the foundation for our long-term
partnership. With the realignment in place, we began development
of our general agency, combining the best of Jewelers Mutual
Commercial Insurance and JM Insurance Services together with
Wexler’s unique product offerings and carrier partnerships.

ZING ® MARKETPLACE
ENHANCEMENTS
Continued Growth of the Zing Marketplace
After a successful launch in August 2020, today’s Zing marketplace
has over 6,000 registered users and shows no signs of slowing down.
New products, services, features and benefits were added, and much
like the expanding user base, these enhancements will continue far
into the future.
In addition to the numerous subsequent highlights, 2021 saw
the expansion of features within the Diamond Marketplace. More
searching and filtering criteria were added, most notably the
inclusion of origin and provenance reports.
The digital personal jewelry claims feature also received several
updates throughout the year based on user feedback to make the
experience quicker and easier.

NEW CONTENT PUBLICATION LAUNCH

the

report

Introduced in July 2021, and with the tagline “Celebrating
Our Industry,” The Zing Report highlights all aspects of the
jewelry industry and community worth celebrating. Content
includes trends and fashion, retailer insights, good news
about the many ways the industry gives back, industry
personalities, trade show experiences and more.
New articles are regularly published and shared in a weekly
newsletter reaching tens of thousands of readers. You can
read and subscribe for yourself at TheZingReport.com.

Acquisition of E-Commerce Services

In June 2021, we acquired Gem + Jewel, a fine jewelry e-commerce
site. This technology will dovetail with existing products and services
on the Zing marketplace to further empower the industry and move
inventory that would otherwise sit idle in showcases.
As digital transformation remains a priority for the industry, Gem +
Jewel will offer access to digital tools that enable users to buy and
sell inventory.
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JEWELRY APPRAISAL
SOLUTION ENHANCEMENTS

SHIPPING COLLABORATIONS

Multi-Item Appraisals

The Brinks® Company

This feature was activated in late 2021 and allows users to add
multiple jewelry items within one appraisal document.

Jewelers Mutual teamed up with the Brinks Company (NYSE:
BCO), a global leader in route-based secure logistics and
armored transportation, to offer discounted service through
the Zing marketplace.

New Appraisal Features
Style enhancements, colored diamonds, colored stones and
metals with an “other” option were added.
Demo Mode Goes Live
A demo mode was launched to allow jewelers to experience
the intuitive appraisal flow without going through the enrollment
process. Once they’ve used the demo mode, they can choose
to sign up.

SHIPPING ENHANCEMENTS
Dashboard and Shipment Flow Update
Based on customer feedback, the shipping dashboard was
updated to allow for flexible and personalized organization
of shipment information. The elimination of several steps in
the label-creation process and consolidation of click-through
screens simplified the shipment-flow experience for users.

This collaboration builds on time- and cost-saving abilities for
protecting packages by offering a direct path for easily arranging
armored transport services within the U.S.
FlagShip™ Courier Solutions
In November, we announced a first-of-its-kind collaboration with
FlagShip Courier Solutions, a leading Canadian online shipping
solutions provider, to offer discounted shipping services to jewelers
across Canada.
The insurance available through FlagShip's best-in-class online
shipping platform is underwritten by Jewelers Mutual Insurance
Company, SI. This helps jewelry businesses ensure they are
protecting their goods with a trusted provider offering guided
loss prevention within the platform.

E-Commerce Integrations
New in 2021, JM Shipping Solution accounts on the Zing
marketplace can be integrated with Shopify or Etsy in order
to automatically generate insured shipment labels for the
user to verify, purchase, print and ship to their customers.
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LOSS PREVENTION AND
RISK MANAGEMENT
JM Risk Services
™

We’ve been protecting the jewelry industry since 1913, and with
a dedicated loss prevention program in place for decades, we’ve
learned a thing or two about how to help jewelers keep their
stores running safely and securely.
That’s why we created JM Risk Services, a division of Jewelers
Mutual Group, dedicated to providing loss prevention education
and multifaceted risk management solutions to our customers as
well as the entire jewelry industry.
Alarm Response Program
We know that false alarms put stress on security systems and cost
jewelers time and additional expense. That's why we have joined
with Securitas, a global leader in protective services, to make the
Alarm Response Program available to all jewelers, including those
not currently insured with us, at a reduced cost and no additional
monthly retainer fee.
With the Alarm Response Program, jewelers have peace of mind
knowing any type of alarm activation is responded to by a trained
security officer.
We continue to be a trusted advisor to the industry by alerting
jewelry business owners to crime trends and providing loss
prevention and risk management solutions to keep them safe
and secure.
Sensor Systems Supported by Hartford Steam Boiler
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LOSS PREVENTION RESOURCES
Owning a jewelry business can be risky, and we’re here to guide
the industry with expert advice to help mitigate risk. We’ve created
new and updated resources for jewelers including:

Jeweler’s Guide to 24/7 Security
From opening a jewelry business each
morning until the last employee leaves,
these tips are here to keep stores safe.

Inventory Record Keeping Guide
Guidance on proper inventory record
keeping is necessary for success, especially
in the case of a loss.

Suspicious Incident Logbook
This updated logbook is perfect for
capturing suspicious behaviors such as
“casing” in jewelry businesses. The
sooner suspicious activities are recognized,
the quicker law enforcement can be
alerted to a crime in the making.

More information and resources can be found at
JewelersMutual.com/jm-risk-services.

We continue to promote 24/7 remote monitoring for jewelry
businesses with Hartford Steam Boiler sensors that alert to
water intrusion or extreme temperatures. Our goal is to ensure
all jewelers who sign up for the service install and activate their
sensors right away. When the sensors detect an adverse condition,
an alert provides jewelers with early warning so they can take
action and protect their property from damage or reduce the
severity of the damage. This service is available to commercial
customers at no charge.
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Personal Jewelry
Consumers
We have kept a focus on our full-circle claims process to beneﬁt
the jewelry industry. Our delivery on personal jewelry claims in
2021 brought over 20,000 customers back to their jeweler for
claim-related repairs and replacements.

DIGITAL FOUNDATION FOR A PERSONALIZED
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Recent technology investments have enabled us to deliver new
digital experiences with reduced reliance on IT resources. In our
efforts to personalize the customer experience, we’ve activated new
customization tactics and continue to test new ways to optimize the
existing experience and drive business.

JEWELER PROGRAMS
Resources Page for Jewelers
With the addition of more print materials, we optimized our Order
Jeweler Resources web page to improve the jeweler experience and
make ordering materials easier for our jewelers.

Jewelry Appraisal Solution
An insert card was created for jewelers to place in a folder with the
printed appraisal to help educate customers about protecting their
purchase and getting an appraisal.

Customer Loyalty Programs Web Page
Given the growth of jeweler programs, a dedicated digital landing page
was developed to help drive awareness to what’s currently available to help
support jewelry businesses. This page offers quick program overviews, a
form for jewelers to sign up and additional resources for current enrolled
jewelers, including a short video highlighting the programs we offer.

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS
Digital investments were made to further expand the distribution
of our Personal Lines products, and we continued the expansion of
a new policy type that was created to align the rates we charge with
the characteristics of each insurance application.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS
We formed new relationships with world-class insurance companies
and agency partners to expand our reach, focusing specifically on
diversification and scalability.
We remained committed to expanding technology integrations
and enhancing functionality to support our partners and grow
profitably. We nearly doubled the number of relationships leveraged
to distribute personal jewelry insurance while improving agent and
client experiences and reducing internal expenses.
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WHAT OUR PERSONAL JEWELRY
CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING...
Our customers’ experiences are important to us, and this is reﬂected in our 10,000 Trustpilot® reviews
reached this year. Here’s what our personal jewelry customers have to say about their experience.

The process was very simple. The longest part

was just filling in the application but it took only about

15 minutes total. The price for the level of coverage is truly
a heck of a deal, the peace of mind is going to be of great

“I have been using Jewelers Mutual for many years. They make
everything so easy. All of my interactions from making a claim, adding
or subtracting jewelry pieces from the policy and the renewal process have
been efficient and simple. I can enjoy wearing my jewelry without fear
of loss or theft because I know Jewelers Mutual has me covered.”
—Susan D.

use. Thank you for a fair service, so far at least, and an

opportunity to be a part of the company. Looking forward
to many years of not stressing over little big things.
– Joshua (Trustpilot review)

“I cannot say enough good things about this company! After suffering a
loss/theft, they made the entire process and replacement seamless. The level
of concern AND communication between claims and the replacement jeweler
was amazing. If you need insurance for your expensive jewelry this is positively
the company to go to! Thank you again JM for making me whole!”
—George C.

“I’ve had the most wonderful experience with JM. In the past I have been let down
with other companies as far as coverage and customer service, but I have been so
pleasantly surprised with the amazing claims process and simplicity. Thank you so
much for turning such a stressful situation into relief, peace of mind and trust.”
—Melina W.
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108 years in and we are
just getting started...
Providing impactful solutions for the jewelry industry has been part of our DNA since 1913.
Through advancements in our data and analytics, we will drive meaningful personalized experiences
across diverse channels and customers. We look forward to continuing to make investments in
our people, partners and technology to assure the future remains bright for all we serve.

Stay tuned to find out what is next for Jewelers Mutual as we
keep our focus on raising the tide of the industry.

©2022 Jewelers Mutual Group. All rights reserved.

